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The Ontario Jaguar Owners' Association (OJOA)
The Ontario Jaguar Owners Association was formed in December 1959 as an automobile
club whose purpose was to stimulate and encourage interest in the preservation, ownership
and operation of Jaguar automobiles. Over the years the OJOA has grown to provide a
means for exchange of information, technical and otherwise, to encourage interest in
automobile sport and competitive events in Ontario, to provide social occasions for its
members, and to foster interest in Jaguar and Daimler automobiles. The OJOA is an
affiliate club of the Jaguar Clubs of North America (JCNA).

Meetings
Meetings are held on the second Wednesday of each month (except in December)
at 7:00pm. They are held at Katz's Deli in Toronto. See our website for details

Membership, Address Changes, Renewals
Membership in the OJOA costs $80 ($90-Family) for one year (January thru December).
Ownership of a Jaguar or Daimler is not a prerequisite. Send all membership applications,
address changes, and renewals to the Membership Director.  An application form appears on
the last page of the magazine.

Merchandise
The OJOA has regalia for sale at all monthly meetings and events:
Contact Allan and Carol Lingelbach, 519-656-9398, to order any or all of these items.
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The Ontario Jaguar welcomes commercial advertising.

The current rates are:
      Size of Ad              3 Issues      6 Issues (1 Year)

     Business Card              $44                      $83
Quarter Page                $61                     $127
Half Page                        $88                     $187
Full Page                     $127                   $303
Contact Mak Smith for information on placing ads.
Phone: 905-570-3968
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Ron Waine
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Ron.waine@outlook.com
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ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Tracy Kailan
Phone: 905-553-6548
tkailan@hotmail.com

AMBASSADOR / CHIEF JUDGE
HONORARY ADVISOR
John Ogden
12 Nottingham Dr.
Toronto, ON, M9A 2W5
Phone: 416-207-1808
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OJOA REGALIA
Allan & Carol Lingelbach
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Pete Moffett
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pete@thermoffetts.ca
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Doug Heath
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Marilyn.f.h@hotmail.com
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Allan Lingelbach
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swissbear@sympatico.ca
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Mark Smith
14 Shelton Lane
PO Box 212
Millgrove, ON, L0R 1V0
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Membership Benefits:
OJOA Membership includes subscription to “The Ontario Jaguar” Magazine: Classified Adverts
for Free, in the magazine and on the web site http://www.ojoa.org, ,OJOA Referral service;
JCNA Membership, Journal magazine and eligibility to enter JCNA sanctioned Concours
D' Elegance and events; all OJOA monthly meetings and events, and an opportunity to share a
common interest with other Jaguar enthusiasts.



Members are encouraged to submit articles or photographs to the newsletter editor for possible inclusion in
subsequent issues. Submissions should be in the following format to guarantee the best results:

The format requirements for the newsletter are basic ... the rule is "Please keep it simple" ... Text is preferred in
plain text - MS Word or similar submissions will be passed through Notepad to strip any formatting before
importing it to the desk top publishing software, though we'll try to reproduce your layout if it is important to you
- experience has shown that documents created in MS Publisher cause considerable grief  Images are preferred
in .png or .gif or .jpg format - We will reduce images to 300dpi and 800x600 maximum before inserting them into
the newsletter to keep the file size down on the on-line version.

Deadlines - Any articles, notices or advertisements for inclusion in the OJOA newsletter must be
received by the editor no later than the fifteenth day of the month preceding publication.

Cover Photo:  by Ted Cymbaly,Bonnie Grady & Roy Stevenson

The Current Year

Club events include the Jagfest Spring Tour,
OJOA Concours D'Elégance,

Jagfest Fall Colour Tour.

The OJOA has been involved in such events as
British Cart Day, Toronto City Classic Car

Show, F-Pace launch and others.

Many event photos are available on our website
at http://www.ojoa.org Please visit.

If you have events that you would like to include
in this year's activities, please contact any of the

executive.

Please Notify Us

If you know of any member who is ill, in the  hospi-
tal, broken a limb, has a special anniversary, or who

has passed away.

Please email the club secretary, Bonnie
bonnieoldford@yahoo.ca

or

call Duane Grady at 416-471-6375
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2016 Garden Party Concours
By Allan Lingelbach

An outdoor event involving dozens of guests requires good planning, which means having control over details big and
small.  However, to achieve a memorable result, even the best organizers need a certain amount of good luck over things
they have no control.  Weather is uppermost in this category.  No amount of expert organization can mitigate the impact
of poor weather on attendance at an outdoor event……especially a car show.
The Markham Museum has been a fantastic location for the past two years, and we were 2 for 2 in the good weather
lottery.  However, the site costs were such that if, or more accurately when, our luck would change, there could be a
significant hit to the club’s treasury.  It was with this in mind that the OJOA executives made the decision to relocate the
2016 concours.  (Before this decision was made, the Museum had been tentatively booked for our 2016 concours with a
date of August 13th.  This ultimately turned out to be a miserable wet day with severe storm warnings posted throughout
Southern Ontario.  The Buttonville Airport near Markham recorded over 36mm of rain!)
Therefore, with a focus on cost savings, the 49th annual OJOA concours was held on private property west of
Kitchener/Waterloo, just outside the small town of Wellesley.  A BBQ with pot-luck food contributions was held there as
a club event in 2015 so the theme of a “Garden Party” concours emerged, using the same BBQ/pot-luck concept.
With that settled, we had to pick a date, and that involved some drama.  The aforementioned Aug 13th plan was a date in
which the Concours Chairman would not have been able to attend….. a slight problem if you wanted the Chairman
present!  July 30th became the next go-to date, and progressed to the point of being officially sanctioned by the JCNA.
Then, the Mosport track drive became available to the OJOA members for the second year.  This was met with
immediate approval from the club, but Mosport guru, Marc Marechal, made it very clear that our only option
was…….July 30th.  We may have bent some JCNA rules regarding event request lead-time for a sanctioned concours,
but they didn’t flinch, and Sunday August 14th was cast in stone.
Several weeks prior to the show, a “site survey” contingent from the club consisting of Tracy & Chris Kailan,  Josie
Piazza & Rodrigo Crovati (2014/2015 Concours Chairman), and Steve Sherriff visited the location to brain-storm some
ideas.  One of the issues discussed was whether to invite the local Waterloo British Car Club to attend as a non-Jag,
British car only display.  While not unanimous, it was given the go-ahead mostly due to the concern that there might be
an embarrassing small turn-out of Jaguars this far from the GTA.  We wanted to fill the venue and make sure that there
were no food left-overs from the BBQ!
In the distant past the OJOA used to arrange a host hotel for concours out-of-town participants.  In 2016 that idea was
revived, but with a twist……..arrange a host hotel for participants of an out-of-town concours.  We had negotiated a rate-
break on ten rooms at a Marriott in Waterloo, and for the night before the show, all ten were booked.  Some people
extended their discount stay for more than one night.  We coordinated a “meet and greet” in the hotel’s bistro with Duane
and Bonnie as hosts.  The feedback was such that it may be prudent to continue this tradition in the future.
As alluded to previously, our August 13th set-up day proved to be wet and windy.  Thanks to Tracy & Chris, Roy
Stevenson, and the Lingelbach clan (Don, Lydia, Scott, Carol, and myself), we persevered and accomplished what
needed to be done before Mother Nature really dumped on us.
Finally, August 14th dawned with four soggy cats already on the grounds……parked there the evening before.  By 9:30
the trickle of incoming Jags had become a stream.  Albeit a slow moving stream, thanks to the short stretch of gravel
road leading to the property.  By 11:00 we had a large group of felines, which in the animal world is defined as a
“jamboree of jaguars”.  And boy, what a jamboree we had!  Including two new display Jags and one poor soul confined
to the garage, we had 38 on the property.  Add to the mix another 12 non-Jag British cars, and that meant an even 50 of
England’s finest on display (a slight over-statement).  Our concern at the early planning stages about turnout proved to be
ill-founded.
A car show where the cars and their owners get mercilessly assaulted by teams of people with score sheets and rule
books cannot be defined as a Garden Party.  Other, more pleasant activities had to be blended in.  How could anyone
forget the Ladies Hat Contest, where even a four legged equine entrant had a shot at victory.  There were whimsical
questions about the cars that only the women were allowed to answer by ballot.  This and other contests kept everyone
involved and prizes were passed out in abundance.  Maybe we were having too good of a time as we earned a visit from
the Region of Waterloo Police.  Apparently an accidental 911 call was traced to this location.  This was dealt with
amicably, however my offer to the constable to join the BBQ was regretfully declined.
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The organizers decided not to actively pursue venders mostly due to space considerations and, as such, we only had
two----Millers Oils, and Lady B’s honey which was supplied by our members Barb and Harvey Doherty.
Call it a party, but that did not negate the pomp and circumstance which necessitated the marching of the judges onto the
field.  A couple of years ago an actual bag-piper piped the judges in.  This year, with the emphasis on cost savings, a
bag-piper and the accompanying hard refreshments “requirement” (at least with a few that I know) were deemed to be
excessive.  So….a Bernese Mountain Dog pulling a decorated cart, playing recorded bag pipe music, had to suffice.  I’m
sure that more than one judge contemplated the confusion that this presented as they marched behind.  …..Scottish
music, accompanying a Swiss breed dog, at a location predominantly settled by Germans, using French concours rules,
to judge British cars, owned by a company in India!  Who says everything comes from China.
There was a break in judging to give everyone a chance to eat.  The BBQ and pot-luck worked without a hitch to serve
the masses.  And that is an appropriate description, as between 80 and 90 people passed through the garage with plates in
hand.  At recent post-concours dinners, a gathering of 60 is exceptional, given that some have to head home immediately
after the awards are handed out.  This year, with a noon meal, there were no “opt-outs” and thankfully, there appeared to
be enough food for everyone.  An unbelievable cake was not only brought, but also baked by Elanna (Roy Stevenson’s
grand-daughter) and her friend Grace.  The icing decoration spelled out “OJOA  49th Concours”, in British Racing
Green…….of course.  Now, with everyone “fed-up”, the judges had to get serious again.
23 of the 38 Jaguars were entered for judging in the JCNA Championship category.  We need to go back to 2011 to find
an OJOA concours where that number was surpassed.  In fact, if the relatively new non-JCNA category called “Daily
Driver” was considered to be a judged class, then we exceeded all of the years back to 2008 in the number of scrutinized
Jaguars.
If the quantity of cars in the entry field was worthy of note, then the diversity and preparation of these Jags has to be
highlighted.  In the Championship category, notable entries would include:  A new XE, an XK140, an XK150, a Mark V,
and an assortment of five E-Types in multiple classes.  There also were six Jaguars present who were competing in multiple
shows for either JCNA Regional or North American placement.  That distinction may very well be a first at an OJOA
concours.  The judges certainly had their work cut out.  The 2015 Best In Show Jag would have placed 7th with the same
score this year, and the 2014 Best In Show score would plant it in 10th spot in 2016!  Two entrants earned a 99.99%
result……..and that was good enough for an overall 2nd place tie.  Yes……for the first time in OJOA concours history,
over a span of 49 consecutive years, a Jaguar in the Championship division received a 100% score.  Congratulations to
Don Lingelbach with his 2014 F-Type.
Another highlight of the 49th concours was the attendance of four American entrants.  Their impact in our show was
considerable.  Three of the four were certified judges and were drafted into our judging corps.  (If they declined, they
would have been considered “draft-dodgers”……I can hear the groans now!)  In addition to their judging skills, they
contributed to the show with well-prepared Jaguars.  Their entries placed 1st & 2nd in the Driven Class, and 2nd overall
in the Championship Class.  The 4th American drove from Rochester in a torrential downpour in a recently restored
XK140 FHC.  It was the most distinctive Jaguar on the field and was presented with a
special award designed by Pete Moffatt. For the awards presentation, each recipient had to drive up and receive their
trophy from the concours
Grand Poobah, Steve Sherriff.
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All in all, a great day was had with minimal glitches.  Even all of the British cars in the meadow managed to depart
without incident.  It goes to prove that Lucas---the inventor of the first intermittent wiper, and self-dimming headlight---
does not necessarily strike at all times, and at all places.  To date I haven’t even found any parts or puddles of auto fluids
in the lawn.
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One of the objectives this year was to create a quality Concours d’Elegance at a minimum cost.  We are still waiting for
an expense reimbursement from Jaguar Canada, and without that factored in, the Treasurer has reported a net profit of
approximately $750.  This amount includes $199 in donations.  This was not planned but became an idea when one of
the participants wanted to make a lunch donation.  A donation jar suddenly appeared and was filled, thanks to many very
generous people.  Seldom, if ever, has the club’s annual concours made money, so this was a pleasant result.  Given that
the OJOA is a non-profit organization, the concours gains will be used in the future to provide some benefit to the
members themselves.
Finally in closing, I want to thank all of the people who contributed to the success of this concours, and specifically the
following groups and individuals:
The judges, who gave of their time not only at the show, but also at a judges training session.
The previously mentioned people who helped with the set up and tear down.
The attending members of the Waterloo British Car Club (WBCC).
Garner Pridmore and Bob Smith (WBCC) who showed off their car parking skills.
Jaguar Canada, who supplied the 2017 XE, a trophy, and financial assistance.
Jaguar Waterloo who supplied the 2017 F-Pace, gift bag material, many prizes, financial assistance and representatives
Rob Lee and Mark Carneiro.
Our friend June O’Brien for manning, or rather “womanning” the regalia for us.
Our friends Bud Hohol for running the BBQ for the second year, and Sue Thompson for her overwhelming assistance on
the day of, and many days before.
Lydia Lingelbach , Judy Smith (WBCC), and others for their help with the food table preparation and service.
Mark Smith for the sound system and PA equipment.  Mark also generously donated dozens of commemorative buttons.
And everyone who contributed to the pot-luck feast.
I have withheld special distinction until now for:
John Ogden, our Chief Judge, who spent countless hours preparing for his role, and successfully survived one of the
most demanding positions in a concours.  He also acted as a liaison between the OJOA and Jag Canada.
Steve Sherriff, our Concours Chair & club VP, who masterminded the concours event and MC’d the whole show with a
flair that only he can master……in addition to entering two Jags.
Tracy Kailan, our Activities Director, who took Steve’s plans and turned them into reality.  This meant single-handedly
preparing the games and hat contest, assembling the gift bags, handling the car registrations, manning the registration
table, printing the judging sheets, and that’s just what I witnessed.  Who knows what else she did that I’m not aware of.
Tracy is the closest that the OJOA has come to a one person Concours Committee.
My wife Carol, whose opinion of me, as the months and days drew near, transitioned from “Are you nuts?!!”  to a more
emphatic “YOU ARE NUTS!!!!”.  To her credit, she put up with my carefully worded “requests” as we went through our
preparations.
At a recent Club meeting Carol and I received both verbal and material recognition for our contribution to the 2016
OJOA Concours.  While that was much appreciated, we know that staging this event was nothing less than a group effort
and we were just one part.  Each and every person mentioned above, plus every entrant in both judging and display
categories, contributed to the show’s success.  Without everybody’s input, August 14th would have just been another
quiet day for our horse “Bonnie” in our front meadow.



Photos

By

Allan Lingelbach
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Fall Colour Tour
By Tracy Kailan

On Saturday October 1st, OJOA members took a drive, traversing part of Caledon Hills and The Forks of the Credit, on
our annual Fall Colour Tour. We had representation from the GTA, the Kitchener/Waterloo area as well as members
from the Niagara region.
Departing from the now familiar Brampton Flying Club, with scavenger hunt question in hand we set off to enjoy the
sights.  Because of the rainy conditions, folks were encouraged to drive whatever car they felt comfortable bringing.
Steve Sherriff, who was once again instrumental in providing the route, surpassed all expectations.  We passed mogul-
like formations that would give skiers dreams of Olympic competition while driving along winding roads whose trees
had leaves that resembled the colours on a painter’s palette.  Our journey included some stops along the way, to make
sure that we got the correct answers to our scavenger hunt questions.
Our final stop was The Globe Restaurant, located in the bustling metropolis (?) of Rosemont. Our group of 37 enjoyed
catching up with each other while sharing a meal.  The friendly competition to see who would be awarded the top three
spots in the scavenger hunt contest involved some very witty answers.  Congrats to John & Wendy Tysall who tied for
first place with Peter Kastner and his navigator.  Rounding out the winners circle was Gerry & Janey Hacke.
Before the end of our meal, Steve had a surprise waiting for two more participants.  Walter Smith, who was intrepid
enough to drive his E Type even in the rain, was awarded a print of an E Type – a fitting gift. The other winners,   Dave
& Joan Creer, who drove their XJ6, had the distinction of participating with the most senior Jag. They were awarded a
print of “Jags Through the Ages”.
The afternoon ended with Lindt chocolates and promises to see each other at the year-end dinner. I would like to thank
all who attended and made this event such a success.
For those members who were unable to be there, rest assured that the Spring 2017 Tour will soon be upon us.  I will keep
you posted.
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By

Ted Cymbaly
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OUR 2016 GARDEN PARTY CONCOURS

By Steve Sherriff

Singer Ricky Nelson would have enjoyed our forty ninth consecutive Ontario Jaguar Owners’
Association Concours. It featured elements of nostalgia found in his 1972 hit song “Garden Party”. We
tried a fresh approach which proved to be a resounding success.
Nelson’s lyrics were appropriate to our fabulous spacious venue on immaculate grass at the estate of
Carol and Allan Lingelbach in Wellesley, Ontario (near Kitchener). This was the first time our JCNA
sanctioned Concours had been held on private property. We decided on a garden party theme with
emphasis on informality and having fun. We believed (correctly as it turned out), that this informal
relaxed approach was fully compatible with JCNA Concours Rules. Some of you may remember the
song’s lyrics : “I went to a garden party to reminisce with my old friends.”
So far, so good. The old friends were our fellow Jaguar enthusiasts who turned out in force, including
entrants Glen Weaver an OJOA member since 1964, and Walter Smith who has been an active
member since 1985. We were heartened by the very high volume of early registrations which made
organization much easier.
But this was not simply a car guys’ reunion. We had a ladies’ program advertised in advance, skilfully
run by Activities Director/ Registrar Tracy Kailan. The ladies summer hat contest was wildly popular
with at least a dozen serious entrants. Decorations were available on site, but most entrants came
prepared. One entrant was our hostess’ pony ‘Bonnie’ decked out in spectacular headgear. My vote
would have gone to the pony, but the competition was spirited. The ladies gave the top prize to a
young girl, who was clearly enjoying herself immensely. This event was so popular that two of our
female judges insisted on competing.
The ladies also judged the cars in humorous categories (e.g. selecting a car which was closest to the
colour of their favourite nail polish). As the result of this ladies’ program, the numerous ladies in
attendance really had fun. It was clear that the ladies will not need to be dragged out, or inclined to
boycott, future Concours events with on site events for them. Floral arranging may be a future theme.
The lyrics continued : “A chance to share old memories and play our songs again”
The old memories were encapsulated in a drop dead gorgeous 1957 Jaguar XK 140 coupe, a well
restored 1950 Mark V, and several mouth watering E – types supported by over thirty more
immaculate Jaguars. The entrants were arranged in a gigantic horseshoe for judging, representing
many eras from 1950 to the present. In the background were classic MG’s, Triumphs, and Austin
Healeys.
Classic music arranged by Mark Smith provided a soothing ambience, although seeing these cars
reminded me of the siren songs of the sixties E- types racing Corvette Stingrays through “Dead Man’s
Curve” with singers Jan and Dean at the throttles.
“ People came from miles around, everyone was there”
They sure were. Three entrants from the Cleveland Ohio area, and one from the vicinity of Rochester
New York. JCNA Regional Director Mike Myer from Ohio judged at this Concours, as did two more
of his fellow ‘battleground state’ compatriots. There was excellent shared camaraderie with OJOA
members, led by Chief Judge John Ogden, starting at a local hotel the night before. Thanks to Allan
Lingelbach, a veteran of the JCNA Concours circuit, this was very much a revival of the cross border
traditions of our Concours.
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The JCNA Club in Michigan was on tour at this time or there would have been even more American representation.
Coincidentally, their fiftieth Anniversary Concours will be next year, the same as ours. Reciprocal invasions are a
distinct possibility in 2017. They have the iconic Woodward Dream Cruise on the roadway in front of their Concours
and welcomed our 2015 OJOA invasion.

“There was magic in the air.”
Was there ever! Led by a beaming Chief Judge, John Ogden, the judges were paraded onto the field to stirring music
behind Carol Lingelbach’s massive, cute dog towing large stuffed Jaguars which appeared to be directing the dog from
their cart. After judging, a drive up awards presentation was once again featured so that the audience got to see who
owned what fabulous Jaguar.
Concours automobile activities started in France in the nineteen twenties as highly social events where the elegance of
the surroundings, and the stylish attire of ladies was an important part of the show. We sought to recapture some of that
magic. Catered food, coupled with wine and cheese for all (except the diligent judges), might add to the garden party
magic in the future.

“ You see, ya can’t please everyone, so ya got to please yourself.”
We have news for you Ricky Nelson. You can please everyone, and when you do, you inevitably please yourself. We
provided a delicious free BBQ to all entrants and their guests, pleasing everyone. We relied on sponsors, generous pot
luck contributions from our members, and voluntary donations from owners of other marque British cars from the local
British club. We were able to feed the multitudes at limited cost to the club. Thanks to the generosity of the
Lingelbach’s we had virtually nil site expenses.
There was a class suitable for all, appearing to please everyone. Only a very few chose Display only. Daily Driver
Class, ably judged by President Duane Grady and Mike Lenard, provided an introduction to Concours judging. JCNA
Driven and JCNA Champion Classes provided the higher challenges up the rungs of the Concours ladder. All Divisions
were well represented with thirty - three judged entries in total, although the perennial issue of too many classes
restricting competition remains. One possibility for the future is for the OJOA to create a Senior Division where
Champion Division winners would face off at their option in perhaps four Senior classes after the initial JCNA judging.
Such a recipe would provide more competition without violating JCNA Rules. It would mean more work for the already
hard worked judges without whose dedication this would simply be a car show. The solution may well be to recruit
more judges. Our American friends baled us out this time.
We had a rain plan, but didn’t need it. In a worst case scenario, two cars at a time would have been judged indoors in
Allan’s spacious garage with entrants given a few minutes to use a chamois on their cars. Heavy rain is a Concours
Chair’s worst nightmare.  An alternative plan with total site control is a seldom attainable Concours Chair’s dream.

Why Do We ‘Concours’ ?

“The main purpose (of the Concours) we believe, is to provide the opportunity for car enthusiasts to meet with their
vehicles in pleasant surroundings and in a congenial, appreciative atmosphere to discuss and examine the results of
each others’ labours.” (Longterm OJOA President Doug Cramb, the founder of our OJOA Concours writing in 1972,
coincidentally the same year as the “ Garden Party ” song)

Many decades later, I cannot express it better. If this at least part of the true purpose of a Jaguar Concours, these events
will never die, even after autonomous cars try to run us over. We have received many more congratulations than
normal, with no naysayers, for this “Garden Party Concours”. We may have discovered a winning recipe we can repeat,
and other JCNA Clubs could consider trying.
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Photos By Bonnie Grady
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Concours, Photos By Ted Cymbaly
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Many thanks to Elanna & Grace for
the delicious Jag themed cake they
baked for our Concours.  It was one of
many that they have created for our
club events.  We look forward to more
of their baking skills in the future.

Concours Photos

 By Roy Stevenson
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Reg Beer Coachbuilders Corp.

Providing quality service & restoration to classic
& vintage automobiles for

over 35 years.

12944 Albion Vaughn Rd.               Tel/Fax (905) 857-3210 Bolton, ON
L7E 4C6         Email: cmcmog@idirect.ca
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Classifieds

Many used parts for the following Jaguars.

XJ6 Ser. III, 1980-1987, Ser. IV XJ40 1987½ -
1994, XJ6 1995-1996, XJ8 Coupe 1998, XJS 6/12

1980-94, XJ8/XJR/VDP 1998-2003,
S-Type 3.0/4.0 L 2000-2003, X-Type 2.5/3.0 L

2002-2003.

Jaguar Parts for sale   [06]

birkshiremotors@rogers.com for availability of parts you need.

Club members and other interested parties may advertise personal cars, parts and services for sale or wanted in the newsletter and on the website.
Ads should be no longer than 50 words and may be edited for space considerations. All classified ads run for a minimum of two consecutive issues
and can be renewed if requested.  Members of OJOA and other JCNA affiliated clubs offering reciprocal free advertising may advertise at no charge,
the fee for others is $25 for 2 issues / $60 for 6 issues. Contact the Advertising Manager to place or cancel ads.
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For a Nominal Fee

Your Ad

Can Go Here

140,000 kms, original and in excellent condition, new battery, new
alternator, never Winter driven,
maintained by Jaguar Dealership (Coventry North)
Certified and Emissions tested
Asking $10,500 or OBO, must sell. Owned since 1996, only 1 other
owner since new. Call Stuart at 905 455 5318 or email
stuartpothan@rogers.com

    1994 XJS 4.0L 6 cyl                          [10-14]

1960  XK150             [10-16]1992 XJ12 Vanden Plas                  [11-14]

One of the last hundred Series III Jaguar's made. (#46)
Excellent condition. Black Cherry, Doe Skin Interior, 119,000 km.
16" Rims with new tires, exhaust system. Asking $10,000 or best
offer.
Call Clinton at 416-575-2175 day or 905-433-0365 evening

For more information on these Ad’s

Please visit us & view them on our
website.

www/ojoa.org

Then click on Classifieds

Complete restoration from the bone up, body and mechanical done.
The car is in mint condition, Concours d'Elegance Ready.
**** Comes With Heritage Certificate ****
Engine: 3800cc, 3.8L Exterior: Green / Interior: Tan
Contact Marc Marechal marmar1305@yahoo.com



This is a steel frame, steel body, aluminum hood, doors and trunk production car.
Engine block W 1463-8 and body number F1288 are original.
Rebuilt the engine/head in June 2013, re-sleeved the block back to standard size and
installed a modern rear main seal.
Rebuilt steering box. Upgrades: 5 speed transmission designed especially for the xk120;
flame thrower distributor, solid core plug wires, electric fan, alloy fuel tank, steering mantel
with signal light switch, stainless steel sport exhaust and Dynalite alternator which looks
like the original dyno generator.
For more info email Marc Marechal email marmar1305@yahoo.com

  1950 Jaguar XK120          [12-14]
Exterior: white
Interior: black/white
Engine: 3.4L ; 389km

There were only 12,055
XK 120 made between
1948-1954 and starting
at chassis number
670001. This one is
chassis number 670220
clearly stamped on the
frame

It was the 36th steel
body                XK120

ever built.

Cars Wanted
Wanted

Looking for a 1965 E-Type LHD convertible 4.2L 6 cyl.

Please contact me as follows:
Marc Marechal

E-mail: marmar1305@yahoo.com
Cell: 289 231 3125

1987 - XJ12 VDP ++ a parts car         [08-16]

Classifieds

One Owner 25 years.  Maintained by Jaguar Technician
Complete detailed records of replacement parts & service available
75,000 Miles, Everything works A Daily drive (summer only)
Original Alpine Green / Magnolia Leather

Allan Wilson, London, Ontario Call” 519-438-0403
E-mail: allan.jag@rogers.com

$8,200.00 Or Best Offer

1986 Jaguar Vanden Plas                 [04-16]

Cars is in Haliburton. Excellent Mint Condition.
55,000 KM. Asking $10,000.00 For both cars, Or best offer.
For Details, Call Karlene @ 705-754-2020
email ajc1020@hotmail.com

1987 XJSC 5.3 V12                           [07-12]

Rare T-Top model. Great condition, runs very well.
The body in very good condition, mechanics are excellent.
In storage for a few years, now needs new owner to take care of it.
Dark blue exterior with black interior. Original walnut wood finish in
good condition. Can be seen near Sunderland, Ontario, north of
Uxbridge. price: $9,750. or best offer......must sell.
Call John at 705 357 1058 email

emaclean9@gmail.com or emaclean@igility.bm
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JAGS ON DISPLAY, A COBBLE BEACH EXPERIENCE
By Tracy Kailan

The Cobble Beach Concours d’Elegance is a premier event that attracts car enthusiasts from across Canada and the USA.
On September 17 & 18, Cobble Beach Golf Resort show cased a rich assortment of vintage and exotic cars, motorcycles
and boats. These beautiful and in some cases very rare machines have made this competition a world class event.
This year, the OJOA had pride of place as we were offered the opportunity to display 10 of our Jags during the Sept. 18th

Concours.  Our entries ran the gauntlet of XJS, XF, E-Types, F-Types and S-Types.  Chris and I have the pleasure of
showing our 2014 F-Type.
The two day event hosted a Participants Tour on the 17th which drew at least 60 cars.  It must have been a grand sight to
see all those vehicles driving by. Although it was a rainy day, countless people lined the route, umbrellas in hand, to
wave as we drove by.  The highlights of the tour were a stop at the beach to watch the waves roll in, as well as another
stop for some delicious ice cream & blueberry wine.  It should be noted that anyone who took part in this drive should be
commended as they returned with beach sand not only in their tires but also in places, too many to mention. Our own
John Tysall in his 1962        E-Type and Allan & Carol Lingelbach with their 2014 XKR-S made it out and still had their
cars in show ready condition to compete in the Concours the following day.
A separate event which was suggested by Concours founder, Rob McLeese in order to encourage more driving activities
and excitement during the Cobble Beach weekend, was the Brack Classic Hillclimb.  2016 marked the first year that
there was such an event in Ontario on a public road since 1961.  Cars took turns speeding up the hill at Inglis Falls in this
timed event and drivers were allowed four tries to produce their best time. The rain was a challenge to all participants but
everyone had fun. It is sure to become an annual event.
Once again the OJOA was represented.  We were there, along with Ron & Anne Waine to cheer on Steve Sherriff, our
Vice President, Historian and Author of the recently published book “Surviving With Grace And Pace”.  Steve had
entered his 1988 XJS, V12 coupe.  What makes Steve’s car special is that it has a 5 speed manual transmission.  There
are so few of them on the road because that package wasn’t normally offered for the V12’s.  In ’88 the 5 speed option
cost a stunning 6,000 English pounds, a costly amount now and comparatively more so back then. In a pack of cars
where most were modified, Steve’s silver bullet placed 15 out of 50.  Way to go Steve!!
For those of us car enthusiasts who were honoured to participate in the 2016 Cobble Beach Concours d’Elegance,
whether it was as a competitor or in the display category, we can only hope to be invited back again. It was thanks to
Steve, who was integral in getting us those coveted display spots that helped make our time there so much fun.  Given
that cars can only participate in the Concours every four years we will have lots of time to be prepared to have an even
more stunning OJOA representation the next time around.

Photos by Howard Cohen & Tracy Kailan
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Photos by Howard Cohen & Tracy Kailan

OJOA

A call out to all OJOA
Members.

Please send us

An

Article and a few photos

Of Your

Car and Driving

Stories.

You Can be Published

Here Next!!

Your Participation

Equals Our

Clubs Success
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A Look at Our Next Issue
We will have an article and photos on

our

Year End Dinner
&&

We continue to gain recognition from organizations and other clubs as they
invite us to join them at their events.  British Car Day, Ontario Auto Museum

Classic Car Show, Cobble Beach Concours d’Elegance, Headwaters British
Car Club, Jags Drivers.ca and British Car Council of Canada Toy Drive,

…To Name A Few

A

Look At 2017

SURVIVING WITH GRACE AND PACE
The History of The Ontario Jaguar Owner’s Association

From 1959

With An Eye Towards The Future

By Steve Sherriff

Release Date November 9, 2016

First Print, Hardcover copies @ $50.00

Get Yours Before They are Gone!!!
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Toronto City Hall Classic Car Show

Photos by

Howard Cohen

On Sunday September 4,  the OJOA was invited to participate in a classic car
show at Nathan Philips Square. This event was in support of plans to create the
Ontario Auto Museum which will be located at the Better Living Centre on the
CNE grounds. This centre will be a permanent, world class interactive
showcase featuring classics as well as present and emerging technologies that
will shape the future of personal transportation.

We were well represented with 9 cars, the largest turnout of any group. Our
own Robert Ayotte was awarded Best In Show.

Tracy Kailan
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British Car Council Toy Drive

As part of our ongoing interaction with other clubs, the OJOA was invited to participate in the fifth annual
British Car Council toy drive.   This event, which has grown every year since it’s inception, took place at
Country Heritage Park.  Sunday October 2nd. It Was a Rainy Day with a mix of sun and clouds, yet drew a
head turning crowd of well over 75 cars. A breakfast of tea, coffee and
donuts was provided at the kick off.  A hot Lunch was also provided at
the end of our drive.  Our tour of the Niagara Escarpment was
spectacular to say the least.  We enjoyed the scenery, fall colours, hilly
bits, turns and twists along with a glimpse of gravel pits thrown into
the mix.  A visit from Santa handing out candy to the big and little children
as well as a magic show rounded off the day.  A mountain of toys was
collected and presented to the Salivation. Army.

                                          Chris Kailan
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OJOA Upcoming Events 2016
Year End Dinner Saturday November 26

@

The Old Mill

21 Old Mill Road

Toronto, Ontario

Tickets are $ 68.00 / person

Payment by Credit Card or PayPal

Available on our website at www.ojoa.org

Cheques Payable to the “Ontario Jaguar Owner’s Association” also accepted

And can be mailed to:

OJOA

c/o Bonnie Grady

5863 Leslie Street, unit 613

Toronto, Ontario

M2H 1J8


